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. 17 of Kelly piece it is noted that LBJ did not know JFK had ordered the taping of 

all “Angel” or AF-1 radio conversations. . . VERY KEY PIECE OF INFO. 

AF-1 CHRONOLOGY, P. 2 /related matters 

Follow up note from Wm Kelly (item 2) P. 17 That both Theodore H. White and 

Salinger both had access to the transcript of the recordings: of AF-1 while the 

plane was on its course from Love Field to Andrews AF Base. Both Teddy White 

and Salinger had access to the transcript of these recordings when they wrote 

their accounts of first learning of JFK’s assassination. [This will be used ina 

Sst citing the Kelly piece (http://ifkcountercoup. blogspot.com. But | will 

% 

quote from both Salinger and White. Note Kelly writes that both White and 

f Salinger quote parts of the transcript in their books that aren’t on the exiting tape 

we have today. Kelly notes that Salinger’ s copy of the transcript is no longer 

. among his papers at JFK’s Library in Boston. (p. 17 of above cited source). Check 
& 

on Salinger’s account in my Prologue to Keenan’s story. Also cite Teddy White’s 

* account. . .(be accurate. White was not on AF-1 he was allowed to read transcript 

of the original AF-1 tapes. Do they both note that news of shooting took place at 

12: 45 CST... .Note: Holland notes that UPI account had three shots fired. . 

.3. Fetzer piece “What Happened to JFK’s Body” 42 pages. Review for anything 

that throws light on the Bethesda/Walter Reed “battle” of autopsy 

location/anything that draws Burkley into the issue... 

4. My exchange w/ Larry Hancock... .might be useful. Might want to look at his 

“Someone Would Have Talked” for some insights . See attached Larry Hancock 

note 

5. [need to assign material under “5” re: LBJ’s reliance on Rowley and Hoover. | 

need to focus all relevant material under 5. Find folder “FBI War onSSs....” | 

need some of this material illustrating how the FBI moved in and took over rhe 

investigation on 11/22. . .Rowley rewarded see Rowley Bio. Burley promoted to 

Vice Acimiral ... .& became LBJ’s White House physician. Challenge the cover story


